"I find "DX Down the Dial" in "DX News" the greatest help in my search for new stations and find the information accurate and up-to-the-minute. It alone is worth the price of membership."

-Sid Rosenbaum.


RENEWALS - Pat Reilley, Jamestown, New York - Ted Weiser, Schuylkill Haven, Penna.

We have just received a copy of Carroll Wayrich's new broadcast band log. It sells for $1.00, and supplements will be sent as they become necessary. Each channel is listed on a separate page, and the log is a masterpiece, and we heartily recommend it. We however are not sure if more subscriptions may be accepted or not, so we suggest you drop a card to Carroll Wayrich, at 3800 Alden Road, Parkville 14, Maryland. This log is easily worth the money and represents many many hours of toil for him.

We are hoping for more DX reports. We have been able to fall back on various lists to complete our last two issues, but after all, there are just so many lists available, so won't you good members favor us by reporting regularly to "DX News?" Remember, deadlines are every Wednesday for "Musings of the Members" and Thursday for "DX Down the Dial." We feel you'll get more out of your membership fees if you contribute to the enjoyment of others in the club by sending in a report of your activities.
Receiving conditions have been unfavorable on most mornings at this point. Twilight reception fair on several evenings. Will be on both contests this season and hope to be among the top ten. It is my intention to go after the Canadians a little stronger than in previous seasons, but will pass up the Cubans and Mexicans. Stations in the C.S.T. zone have dropped their evening s/off back from 30 to 45 minutes, the past ten days. Stations testing without identification on the increase and fewer f/cs on the air in the wee hours. I believe that the letter to Lefty from Broadcast Engineering in Oct. "DX News" explains why there are fewer f/cs. Like the Ekko Stemp, the f/cs may soon be a thing of the past. To Don Kaskey - Please list KGBL v/signer in your next report. Veries are scarce, with only two in since last issue. WNOP for 11/10/49 and WBN, a colorful card in letter. WHYW letter says they will hold next f/c on October 29, 3:00 to 3:30 and they verify promptly. Reports out to WIPF (1400), WSGC (1400) WTAW (1300) KTYL (1310) KOLS (1570) and KEDT (1370). The following are new on the air with Sunday A.M. shows: KCLA (1490) s/off 2:15, WKOY (1240) s/off 2:30, WJAC (1400) s/off 3:00, WMJW WLOS (1400) s/off 3:00, WERE (1300) s/off 2:30 and WOJY (1240) with "Midnight Record Party" to 3:15. Swell signal on this one! KLOU (1380) is being heard with strong signal at 6:45 p.m. with "Top Tune Time" followed by Bill McManahan sports. WOKZ (1570) New s/off 6:30, uncovering KOLS (1570) through their s/off at 5:45. 10/10, WMGA (1400) heard on top at 5:45 s/on. KONO heard asking for cards if listeners want all-night shows continued. I find "DX Down the Dial" the greatest help in my search for new stations and find the information accurate and up-to-the-minute. It alone is worth the price of membership. Best of DX to all. (This missed 10/14 issue by 1 day, Sid - Ed.)

Ken Mackey - 2 Dornoch Street - Dunedin, New Zealand.

Well, here I am with a few loggings to keep my hand in until the season really gets started. During July and August I list 24 nights for 72 reports - quite a good average for this time of the year. Was very pleased to take WBNX for 40 minutes on the 25th of August from 3:00 a.m. Announcements were frequent but clear and identification of items was not difficult. Also reported were KCSJ WIRD WTTS KBS KKNW KJOX JOB TUB A.F.R.S. TOKYO, KSNY KSTB XEAE KSWK KSPR WOJY KTEB KONO KYSA KRLX KLX KXMO KCCN KQI KZIO WPLI WPAB CKCS CMUF KMC KCIY & KNEUA on 1552 kc/s. The rest of my loggings were Aussies that I never used. Some are quite tough even here in New Zealand and equal to DX of the hardest country. Veries are WPAB EMAC VDAP Negr, Jugoslavia KOLY Voice of America, Munich, 1196 kc/s., KAVR KSNK KNED Rome II WDSU HTMC CMQQ KINE XESI KSSX WOPL KXMO WLOU & PFG-2, Brazil. Was away three months. Murray Lamont got his verie same day and I think these are first of that country in New Zealand. Hope the club can get out another f/c list this year. Also, list of all-nighters and their silent periods. Recently my high antenna (150' high and 760' long) blew down but before I could find time to go out to my shack for a week-end and fix it, some one 'pinched' all my wire - the dirty so and so. Veries now at 775 with 93 out of California. Yet to verify stations of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, and Delaware. (Sorry about that loss, Ken, but hope it's fixed now! - Ed.)

Jimmie Q'O'Brien - Brooklyn, New York.

October 10 I listened for a short period and managed to log AEMP in Milwaukee in the mess on 1340. Later on WIPF, Booneville, Mississippi was on with a test and asking for reports. Not sure of this call as my log is out of date, hi. Oct. 12, four new ones. WMTL in Dublin, Georgia using the Morse Code and tone signal. KTMC, McAlester, Oklahoma with a very fine signal on f/c. Finally writing to WATO in Oak Ridge and WJW, Cleveland. WETO in Gadsden, Alabama anxious for DX reports and long distance phone calls. This is another call I'm not positive of. Had a fine time with the fellows that Monday in Staten Island. It's educational too, from a DX standpoint in few places have I felt more at home than at Duffy's place. Best of DX to all. (Welcome to these columns, Jimmie, but please include your address next time!! - Ed.)


WORK on regular sked today, 10/8. 5:00 A.M. to sunset. WATH on 10/7. Heard a lot of nice stations on my trip and sent a few reports, especially 1230 and 1340 kc/s. stations that wouldn't ever break through. The best scenery was in Colorado and Northern California, the poorest roads in Wyoming and Route #385 in California. Veries back from KWSD heard at Yuca, Cal. KFST heard in Idaho, KZAN heard at Price, Utah and others. Total veries now still in the 1800s. Will have to buckle down & get to work on the farm again now with fall planting as soon as we get a little rain.
November 21, 1950

LIST OF CURRENT ALL-NIGHT STATIONS (by Len Kruse & others)

550 K M V I On daily till 4:05 a.m. 660 W I N D Off 3:05 A.M. Mondays.
570 K L A C Daily except Mon. to 5:00. 580 C K E Y Off Monday until 5:00 A.M.
590 K G M B On daily to 5:00 a.m. 600 K M J ????
610 W I P No silent period.
630 K P O A On daily to 5:00 a.m. 640 K F I On daily to 4:00 a.m.
650 G D A L Apparently no silent period.
660 W V N J On daily to 4:00 a.m.
680 K N B C Daily to 4:00 a.m.
690 K U A On daily to 4:00 a.m. 700 W L W Silent Monday AM only.
710 W B C Back on 24 hours, daily. 720 W G N Silent Mondays after 2:00
730 K X L Believe 24 hours daily. 740 W J R 24 hours daily.
770 K F A Also seems 24 hours daily. 750 K V O B Off Sunday A.M. at 6:00.
800 W J Z Silent Tuesday mornings. 810 K A M Silent Monday mornings.
830 C K L W Silent Mon; others to 5:00. 820 K T R B On till 5:00 daily.
880 X E L Off only on Mondays.
890 K F W B Off only on Mondays.
910 W H A Y May have quit, not on 10/15 & 15. 920 C J C H Off Sun., all AM Mon.
930 K H J On daily till 4:00 a.m. 940 W O K Y Silent Monday mornings.
950 W A R C No silent period apparently. 960 K A M On daily to 5:00 a.m.
970 W P E N Also seems 24 hours daily. 990 K V O B All A.M. Sundays only.
980 C K V L Off only on Mondays. 1000 W C F L Silent Monday mornings.
1010 K F V D On every morning to 4:00. 1020 K F V D On to 5:00, daily.
1030 X E Q R ???? 1040 K F V D
1080 W M G M Daily to 4:00 a.m. 1050 W M O E Off Mon. (not hrd in NY)
1090 X E G Seems 24 hours daily. 1060 X M C X ?????
1090 K N X On daily to 4:05 a.m. 1080 K W J J ?????
1100 W I B C On daily to 3:00 ?. 1100 K I N G On daily until 5:00 a.m.
1110 K J B S No silent period. 1110 K X L A Off Mondays.
1120 K M O X Believe no silent period. 1130 K I P A On daily to 5:00 a.m.
1130 W N E W All night every night. 1140 K B V A Off Monday mornings.
1150 K S P C Silent Monday mornings. 1150 W B V A
1150 K K D No silent period. 1170 K C B Q On daily to 4:00 a.m.
1160 K M B Q No silent period. 1200 K L I F Off on Mondays.
1180 W C U E S/on weekdays 4:30 a.m. 1210 K E X Daily to 4:00 a.m.
1190 W A F S/on weekdays 4:45 a.m. 1210 R W R
1200 X E J P No silent period. 1220 K H S L On until 4:00 a.m. daily.
1220 W N O R No silent period noted. 1220 W O B Silent Thursdays 3:00-5:00
1250 K H D On Sundays to 3:30 a.m. 1260 K O O S Silent Monday mornings.
1260 K N O On to 3:30; Sundays 3:45. 1260 K N U Z Silent Monday mornings.
1260 K G I L On daily exc. Mon to 5:00. 1270 K E P O Silent on 4:00 a.m.
1270 W D O K Off Sun 4:07, may have quit 24hrs. 1280 K H S L On until 4:00 a.m. daily.
1280 W W D C Silent on Mondays. 1290 C K O Y All A.M. except Mondays.
1300 X E L ???? 1310 K F B R Silent Mondays.
1320 C E N W No silent period. 1330 K F A C No silent period.
1340 T R E P Silent Monday AM only. 1340 W P I T All A.M. Sundays only.
### LIST OF CURRENT ALL-NIGHT STATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Call Letters</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1340</td>
<td>WEMP</td>
<td>Off Monday mornings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1370</td>
<td>K BUC</td>
<td>All A.M. Sat. &amp; Sun. only.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1430</td>
<td>W H P B</td>
<td>Silent Sunday mornings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1450</td>
<td>K S T N</td>
<td>On daily to 4:00 a.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1480</td>
<td>K O A T</td>
<td>Silent period as yet unknown.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1500</td>
<td>K K R X</td>
<td>Off Monday mornings only.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1520</td>
<td>W K B W</td>
<td>24 hours beginning 10/29.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1540</td>
<td>X E R F</td>
<td>Silent daily now 2-4 a.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1590</td>
<td>K A T L</td>
<td>24 hrs. daily apparently.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1660</td>
<td>X E R F</td>
<td>Silent daily now 2-4 a.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1670</td>
<td>X E R F</td>
<td>Silent daily now 2-4 a.m.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### Musings of the Members

**Bob Spencer - 52 Fifth Street - Woodlawn, Buffalo 19, New York**

Another wonderful convention has come and gone and I have done some DX this season with promise of lots more than other years. Need to string up a new DX trap so have been catching up on some not so far away. Have reports out to WUSJ WMOK WDXI. Card veries from WMAE (a recent one) and WADC. Letters from WIKK WORK & WSAY. That's for the past 3 weeks. Happened to notice the Broadcasting Yearbook lists WVGM on 1470 instead of 1330 as printed in DX Calendar. Maybe that's why I didn't hear them, or else I need the new antenna. As of October 5, "Broadcasting" says there are 2,189 AM stations on the air, with 280 applications pending. There are 2,257 authorized AM stations, licensed, and CPs. I hope I can get more reports in this season and more interesting ones. (We'll be lookin' for 'em, Bobby! – Ed.)

**Ken Murphy - 3 Harvey Street - St. Johnsbury, Vermont**

Reception here lately has been rather moody but I have managed to add 24 stations to my heard log since last report. Nice letter veries in from WOKY WGNR WINS and WTAQ. There are plenty of Latin speakers heard evenings lately but I pay little attention to them. Can anyone suggest a way to learn Spanish in three easy lessons? However, if anyone can furnish a good address for H13T on 1040 I will appreciate it and send them a report as they are often heard with an R-9 signal. Logged WAIJ for first new one on 1230 in a long time. I can now definitely promise that Vermont will be represented on this year's DX Calendar and have one that will make Sally happy, (the old home town!) I am still looking for a verie from WAIM, a daytimer on 1110. Can anyone furnish a recent verie sign? (QTH for H13T: H13T - La Voz del Yuna - J. Arismendi Trujillo M., Funtador/Propietario, Ciudad Trujillo, Dominican Republic – Ed.)

**Ralph Johnson - 24 East Byron Street - Buffalo 3, New York**

10-10 - 1590, WTGC, Greenville, N.C. (ex-1490) ET-M, 2:00-2:35. 1510 had WMAU, Waukeesa, Wis., TT & C all AM. 1360, regular KNOL 2:55-3:05 and cut off. WATH ET again. 1450, WPOR TTed 4:55-5:10. WSAI (1360) s/off test 3:13? to return regular at 6:05 a.m. WJOC f/c TT had strong QRM by WEGA and WEIG after it s/on at 5:00, regular. WHJ (TT/c) WAWA YY/c, KELD TT/c and WBIP at 3:30 start, as per list. WGGB (1440) Rev. John Morris, Licensee, with 1st ET/M 3:30-4:03½ s/off, and here it was raining mostly, 540. (Missed by a day, Ralphie – Ed.)

**Warren Boutzahn – York, Pennsylvania**

Just heard WGBB, Red Lion, Pa. beginning at 1:30 AM 10/11 on 1440. (Also 1 day late)
Well, the old verie pile now totals 2,008 with the following new additions since my last report. Underlined are letters, *s are follow-ups. KSUE, Robert L. Hayborne, C.E., their first Tennessee report, WNGR very prompt, WATA Bill K. Phillips, CE, WHW Peter A. Wolf, CE, WHDJ George L. Burgen, CE, who stated, "You might be interested to know that it has been quite a few years since we've issued confirmation of reception of this station. We have had reports from time to time, claiming reception, however such claims have not been substantiated by our program log, and hence have not been confirmed." This one is a nice addition to my log. KETV Charles L. Caib, agr. & CE (formerly at KCNY). WOKY WATQ WJAN Jesse A. Brimmer, C.E. "We have a 1000 watt Collins transmitter with directional antenna system beamed primarily east and west with a short lobe in a northerly direction." WGGG sent a nice colored picture card of studios and transmitter tower. Dolph Chambolis, President was the signer. CMJU heard on Sept. 3 with storm warnings. Air-mailed a return, partly in English, the rest in Spanish, very interesting. Studios and offices, Santa Cruz y San Luis, Apartado 112, Cienfuegos, Cuba. Signed by Ramon Prenses, Administrator. CBE regular CBC card, KETA J. Andrew Wright, W5KKV, Engineer, WREE WTNT card and letter, W2O0 Glenn M. Gravitt, Mgr. HAMAN H. P. Levin, C.E., ICPAT Carl F. Lucas, Engineer, after third report, KBOU & WLET, also third report, and that's all. Reports were also sent to WNO9 9/15, WEC 9/18, WEIR 9/22, TOL-1500 kc/s. heard benini WTOP 0500 9/23, WTAQ 9/27, WAVE 9/27, WJIV 10/1, KENM 10/5, WLAU 10/9, KALT 10/11, still ETing on 900 kc/s., WETO on 10/11, also still ETing on 930 kc/s. On 10/12 to 3:44 a.m. the Costa Rican on 660 kc/s. was on with a program heard here with an S-6 signal, my old Latin-American log lists TIBAS on this frequency. Is that still correct, or what? Another mystery was a foreign language station heard under WNO9 Monday a.m. 10/9 at 4:40, was this a Haiti station with Sunday's Election Returns and if so was it HHW or 4W?

Since my last report for 10/7's "DX News," 14 verifyes have been received to bring my verification total up to 541. These by letter for f/c's: KSYL WCPG WBSR WDUN WOLS WGNR WKOZ & WLYK, card for f/c. KVOR card for regular program 5/22 without a follow-up, WCHV letter for old report 3/5/49, after 2nd follow-up, and WERC, nice letter for regular program. And these new stations by letter for ETs - WGNR (1460) v/s Edward Vose, C.E., WTAQ (1300) v/s Russ Salter, Mgr. WATH (1540) verified their ET by card, v/s Andrew MOSMAN, C.E. I haven't had as much time for DXing the past couple of weeks but did manage to add 11 stations to my log: 10/2 - WJIV (900), recorded music ET 4:45-5:00, also 10/3, 2:45-3:15. 10/3 - WLYK (590) TT-f/c 3:15-3:30 as per check list. 10/4 - WPDP (500) recorded music, transmitter test 2:50-3:00; WGGG (1340) recorded music f/c 3:20-3:30 as per check list. WGNR (1450) recorded music f/c 3:50-4:05 as per check list. 10/5 - WJBS (1490) recorded music f/c 3:10-3:25. 10/6 - WATH (1540) new station, ET 1:01-1:30, WERC (1260) news and sign off 2:09 2:06. WETO (930) new station ET 3:45-4:30. 10/12 - WGWU (1010) band music f/c 2:30-2:45 as per check list. 10/16 - KVOA (1290) music and news and sign off 1:55-2:05. This makes 767 reports sent out in 21 months of DXing. Only about 70% verified, but as I am using N.R.C. report forms exclusively now, expect to have a better percentage of veries. I'm hoping we get a new frequency check list before too long. Mine is pretty well shot. It has had a lot of use. Here is hoping a lot of us get some new additions to our logs from that list of courtesy programs arranged by Jack Rhea.


Working relief turn this week & dial-time limited. 10/31-WMBD (1470) daily's/s/off 1:55 s/on 6:45. WGH (1310)-musical test 1:15-1:30. WETO & KALT still on ETs & KSJO (1650) s/off at 3:00, under KATL. 10/14-WJAC (1490) daily s/off 2 Ak. KFFS (1430) f/c 2:20-2:08 asking rpts to CE. KANS (1490) ET till 2:12½, asking mail, & WDNJ on top 1280 at 7:15, very unusual. Veries in all letters, WCHV KJEF & a swell WATW letter. KDLS (1500) still being heard 6:30 to 6:45.
Len, that list with the owners of coming stations was just right. As for that Cuban
set-up, I guess they were all on the air this Monday AM. That coming new f/c list'll
also be a welcome addition, as it looks like a busy EBC season, and the new log book
for C.W. (when it comes) will complete the necessary help. I heard Pop Edge is wait-
ning for his "Tea- matlab" supply to start DXing and is considering to enter into that
Wagner-Cooper-Seth etc. contest. I'd have natered, but Don Meyer has no maple syrup.
It takes me ½ hour to type a DX report and so I sometimes write a fast lc card to the
station, giving date, time heard, and a detailed letter'll follow. That gives me a
day's breathing spell and let's 'WATH, even can make a 2-day report. Rec'd v/letters
by: CKLS (1240) Lakeland Broadcasting Co., 16 Centre Street, Oshawa, Ont., Bert McColl-
um, CE, says 100 watts and EDT yet till Nov. 26. Sked: 5:25 (Sunday 8:00)-1:08 AM,
EDT (same when EST.) KVSO (1240) Ardmore, Okla. William E. Kolb, CE says, "You may
publish in 'DX News' that quite a few unanswored reports left by other man and we'll
verify if you write him." Sked: 6:00 AM (Sunday 7:00)-11:05 PM CST, f/c's are 1st, 2nd,
& 4th Fridays between 13:00 and 1:00 a.m., CST, TT, and call every 5 minutes. (He used
my 1947 reply stamps, hi) KTME (1420) P.O. Box 701 by Fred C. Hill, CE. KEDN (1460)
O. N. Wright, CE, Californian Bldg., Salinas Newspapers, Inc. sends letter-head veres
and v/card. The transmitter is at Palm Beach, Cal. KXUZ got deleted when bought
of/49. Antenna directional NE-SW. Sked: 5:00 AM (Sunday 8:00)-11:00 PM EST, no regu-
lar tests, but tests transmitter for distortion etc. 1 or 2 nights a week. KEMO
(1320) Lester A. Frcke, CE, Midcontinent Broadcasting Com Inc. No regular tests.
Sked: 5:45 AM-1:00 AM weekly, Sunday 7:00 AM - Midnight their time. WMBN (1340)
Ralph W. Pierson (General Manager) US-#131 Sotth, says, "I hope this reply'll give
you 'that Lost Sleep Ticket with the Gold Inlay. (That's the WTCM WATT WATZ WMBN
family completed now. WATH (1540) lc card for 10/10 by Andrew Kewlan, CE. lc card
by station KSCM (1220) on follow-up for 1/12 mentions no definite time for 1230
change sat, maybe first of year. (11/6 is DX special). Heard: KSTM (1420) nightly,
WATH still ETing etc., WAPA (860) 4:58 s/20. 10/11 - KEMO (1403) s/off 3:00 AM to
return at 5:00, also ETing on 1460 now, and KOAT (1-50) said 24 hours. WGBM (Rev.
John M. Morris)(1440) ET/m. 10/9 - WTCG (4x-1490) on ET 1590 kc/s. 10/10 - WAFC
(1460) ended half-hour test at 2:45 ET. 10/13 - KOAM (880) TTed 4:40-5:09 & through
WTCG (930) same V/EL ET in Auburndale, FL., at 4:15. WHK (1420) s/off 2:02 to re-
turn at 6:00 A.M. (10/14 said return 7:00 AM). KRTN (1490) r/c-ET 3:09-3:25 off.
10/15 - KEMO ET 1460, KALT, Atlanta, Tex., ET/m (500). WONC (1499) Pleasantville,
NJ ET/m, and WYED (880) regular 6:00 AM-5:45. KDPT (1400) TT with YL through KOMO
3:40-4:00, then a Spanish station. 10/16 - Any amount of Cubans all over. WHN (1340)
TTed 2:35-2:45 and WFFY (1499) 3-5 ET (mst). R/c WASSA TT and then WFWC s/on. WVOP
(1450) r/c s/off 3:22. WDEF (1370) s/on 5:29, OK ½-hour. KTRB (860) s/off 5:01 to
return 4:45 EST) said FM on 104.10 motorcycles or whatever you're driving. WITA(1400)
through Cuban TT/c 3:00-3:13 off. And so ye'll hear, if ye listen, a variety, on the
BOB society. Noo.

Dick Cooper - Box #223 - Kittanning, Pennsylvania

I think it only fair to warn Harold Wagner, Carroll Seth, Pat, Sully, and any other
skeptics that DX activity at this listening post is nearly at a record high, and any
side bets on the contest should be made with caution! I've added 32 veres since Buf-
fals and have 48 reports out. Best DX has been KICO hearing tests 2 weeks ago. I've
been inactive for so long that I have to look up the log to see what stations I have
verified in many cases and I'll be a bit slow in reporting the better catches to the
bulletin until I get the feel of the dial again and know what it news. Best veres
back is fine card of Radio Trinidad along with a nice letter. Typed cards from KNCM
KONT WATH. Printed cards from CEE WHAN RSIR KSIG with letters from WDIY WJRE WONE
WCOC KFMR WGEM WCSI WMUW KWDE WONE WNOG WLAQ VJAY WOOOG WIOG WONG WOO WAKA WLYM WOJO
WCSG WLOM WEGW WOLI KEMI WOEN WDNE WATS WOOG WEOO. The letters from WONE and KESN were on
plain paper. Of the reports out, WALE and WITA are the only foreign DX and both have
been out too long. I've used the f/c list for quite a few of my additions & the new
log just published by Carroll Weyrich will certainly help. The new Cuban list'1l help
identify some of the Spanish-speaking stations of which there have been scads. Mighty
pleased to receive a nice letter from KFNF, one of the few old stations that I never
could get verified. Seth's verses are a real poetic gem. I wonder if they were writ-
ten before or after Notre Dame was beaten by Purdue. Hope to see reports from Ken
Murphy and Belfe Luton. (Me too, Dick -Ed.)
New series are WQOP, WCSI, WATH, WISR. 10/10 - Unknown TT all AM on 1490. WBIP on test at 3:35 on 1400 with WIRA at same time. WQCB, 1440, Red Lion, York County, Penna. on test at 3:38 for new one. Guess WHAT, 910, is another all-nighter. Heard lots of TTs but no voice used. 10/11 - WCSI said mine was only the 2nd report received. WLCs WAGC on their f/c in list. WOPI at 3:53 f/c. WATH again. XERF comes on at 4:00 now. KALT, 900, on 1st ET at 4:20 in Atlanta, Texas for a new one. CKOY is still on all night or as early as 2:30 a.m. 10/12 - KCOL, 1410, on f/c 3:45-4:01, TT on 1320, 4:42 till 5:00, no voice and CKNW behind them. WCCP, 1450, on f/c at 4:00-4:15. KOAT 1450, guess an all-nighter, heard them all week. WCOG comes on at 4:58 for the day on 1320. These last 2 are new ones. 10/13 - KSTN, 1480, on days till 4:00 a.m. KRIC and WMT on f/c as listed with a YL on WOMT. KDEC, 1440, on f/c. 4:15-4:30 using both calls. These TTs on for hours with no voice makes me lose my temper and religion. 10/14 - KYOS on till 3:45 with football game on 1480. 1400 had one of those temper-lossers on. 4:00 to after 4:30 and played replicated same selection and no voice used. 1160 had a TTest on for 2 days all morning. They were on top of WCUE when WCUE comes on at 4:30 both days. 10/15 - KEAC 690, all night I believe. KENO, 1460, said 5,000 watts. WQXR, 1560 at 4:42. 10/16 - WFXY most all morning on station 1480. KTRR on f/c at 2:50. WDQX, 1260 on test at 3:50. Cubans on 560, 780, 910, 1180, 1280, 1350 on one chain, Cubans on 880, 990, 1260 and 1320 & 1400 on another chain, both chains with hurricane news I believe, asked listeners to listen to radio and not use phone. Guess with the new list, I'll write to a few as they haven't had dimes from me for 4 or 5 years now and don't want them to starve.

Len Kruse - 817 Wilson Avenue - Duquoin, Il.

It can't be said that Kruse doesn't get around to visit his DX pals. Over the weekend of October 7-8, Dorothy and I had a very nice visit with Bob Gorsuch and his family in Cedar Rapids. While there had a nice chat about DX via the telephone with our fellow member, Mrs. Clara Wachtel. Although we don't hear much from her in the bulletin, she nevertheless does a nice job at DXing. Of all DXers that I've visited, I think think Bob as the most unique and compact DX den of the bunch. Reception was bad on our morning of DXing together, but Bob did add one new one in WATH, Athens, Ohio, on ET. Since my last report I have added the following: 10/2, Station KGDM (1140) Stockton, Cal. on its regular sked 2:30-3:00 a.m., Monday AM. is the best opportunity. Then on 10/5 added WULA (1340) Eufaula, Ala, on its 1st Thursday f/c 4:00-4:15 a.m., with QRM from WEDC. Then the first ET of WATH (1340) Athens, Ohio was logged on 10/7 AM. The morning of 10/10 added 2 more stations on ETs, namely WETO (930) Gaasden, Al., and WQGB (1440) Red Lion, Penna. The last station in my home state of Iowa that was lacking in my DX log, was KRIB (1490) in Mason City, and it was finally logged on its 2nd Wednesday f/c 3:33-4:00 a.m., QRM from WFBJ. On 10/11 added KERG (1280) Eugene, Oregon on its monthly f/c 4:15 a.m., and in the clear at this time. Station KALT (900), Atlanta, Texas, heard on its first ET also on 10/11 a.m. Station KYOS (1480) Merced, Cal. logged with late football game till 3:43 a.m. on 10/14. The Sunday AM of 10/15, added KNOE (1390) Monroe, La., with its regular s/pn and programs at 7:55 a.m., for another new one in my DX log. On 10/16 finally caught WFBN (1500) Baltimore, Md., with its f/c, giving announcements only every 5 minutes. Recent verifications, since my last report, were letters from: WGNR WATA WITP WJAO WETO, and cards from CJAD WATH and WULA, making the total verifications to date stand at 1700.


My summer DX consisted of some follow-ups without too much success but series were received from: WWCA PRB4 KCTI KIND WWPA WOPU WDLN WGLD WHTC WCAC EMO D XENT WJW KNED WCSS WSN KOLU WQAT KIMO WDEF WARE WHIZ WMBR KERD. Just received WCOG & CEE from reports just sent. Just getting started here, found WHHN one evening, WGET a local, WCOG CEE & CKLB by NRC tips, WBEZ on f/c and WQGB a strong local. VDXI 1310 on 5:00 p.m., but they owe me enough replies. WEMP, 1340, and WMDR, 1280, all nights. WIGJ-1470 test to 4:45 Oct. 14. WIKK not heard here 5:00 a.m. Oct. 16 3rd Monday, WGEZ & WMTR on f/c per NRC list. VELO-1490 on 2:15-2:30 said it's regular. WGNI-1340 F/C 2:30-2:45. WQGB (God-Christ-Bible) still ETing on 1440. Coast stations coming in fair now & I believe we'll have a good DX season except for rash of all-nighters. If TV puts radio out of business I hope it hits them 1st. Expect we can DX a good many years yet if we want to, though. Sorry to miss that fine convention, could have used the hopping up they give a sp. Wish everyone a great DX season.
Not very much to report, even after skipping one week. Except for a night or two, DX has been below par and more like August than October. New additions to the log: WATH 1640, with ET on 10/7 (still testing on 10/15), WETO, 930, and WGCE, 1400, with ETs on 10/10, also KOLS, 1570, thanks to tip in news, on regular schedule, now signing off at 5:45 p.m. with WQZ off at 6:30. WPCF on regular f/c on 10/11 at 2:20 a.m., 1400 kc/s. KCOL, 1410 on regular schedule f/c on 10/12, also KALT, 900, with ETs on same date. Varies came from KULE WATS WSGV, nice letters. Also letters from KREM & KSVC on follow-ups, and an acknowledgement card from WATH. As pointed out by Sid Rosenbaum, DXing around 1560-1600 kc/s. is interesting due to the distribution of stations on those channels there are no strong full-timers in the east on 1570 and 1580 and low-powered daytimers can be heard at sign-offs from quite a way off. KOLS has been heard after a fashion three times this past week, but XERF pushes him very hard here and takes over after KOLS goes off, one exception being the evening of 10/14 when the west was very poor and CSI, Sydney, N.B. came in clear and quite strong after 6:30 p.m. **But - don't forget, sunset and dawn DXing can be interesting on any channel with daytime stations on it. They are often non-directional and show surprising strength when conditions are just right. If you need one, keep trying. It took me three years to land WBBT on 990, but I finally got really good reception for over 20 minutes, not at sunset, but at 3:30-4:00 p.m., in mid-winter! That's where the fun of DXing comes from.**

_Leo Herz_ - 720 Barry Avenue - Chicago 14, Ill.

Arrived back in Chicago Monday night, this time in a better plane with a pressurized cabin and my portable was able to pick up several of N.Y.C. 50,000 watters an hour out of N.Y.C. at 30,000 feet, also WWJ & KDRA, was heard. **Arriving home, found vies from WTVB and WCRK. WTVB is anxious to get reports on their week-day sign-on which is 6:00 a.m., E.S.T. Logged and reported WTAQ, now on regular sked which is for October 7:45 AM to 8:15 PM EST.** Funny every time I travel east the last few years, another local gets on the air. Want to thank Lefty, Bernie Duffy, Jim O'Brien and Gene Francis for their hospitality and sure got a kick out of reading Lefty's comment on our little get-together. **Best wishes to all & I guess will start to DX again after catching up on the sleep I lost at Asbury Park, N.J. in N.Y.C. Best!**

**CHANGES IN STATION DATA FROM THE F.C.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NEW STATIONS</th>
<th></th>
<th>NEW CALLS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>930 Lebanon, Oregon</td>
<td>1,000 D-1</td>
<td>1460 Sturgis, Michigan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1230 New Smyrna Beach, Florida</td>
<td>250 U-1</td>
<td>1580 Centreville, Miss.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dauphin, Manitoba</td>
<td>250 U-1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FREQUENCY CHANGES**

| 730 W C F C Beckley, West Virginia | 1240 C K L S, La Sarre, Quebec |
| 790 W E G G Moorefield, West Virginia, from W M F I. |

| 1460 C J N B North Battleford, Saskatchewan, from 1240 kc/s. |

**POWER CHANGES**


**NOW ON**

| 550 K A P | Bakersfield, fr. 1340 | 1340 Lancaster, California |
| 580 S K F | Winnipeg, 5kw-lkw temp.1080 | 1240 Raymond, Washington |
| 590 K U G N | Eugene, Oregon (from 1320) | 1440 W G E B Red Lion, Pennsylvania |
| 900 K T L | Atlanta, Texas | 1450 W P O W Portland, Indiana |
| 910 W G B I | Scranton, unlimited time. | 1350 K E N O Las Vegas, from 1400 |
| 1150 K A F L | Pullman, Washington | 1490 C F E R Hay River, NWT, from 1230 |
| 1270 W L B R | Lebanon, Pa. (until time) | 1590 W C T C Greenville, N.C. fr. 1490 |

We're still looking for more of those long-familiar names in our musings. We would also like to see reports from the new members and also from those who haven't made it a habit to help cut the club in the past with reports. But we would like to take the space here to thank those who do report regularly, for without you fellows, "DX News" would be no more. **If only more would endeavor to keep us on top by sending in those very interesting DX doings, we'd be so far in front they'd call us the "Man-of-War" DX club in the world. Come on fellows - how's about it? Thank you.**
Dear Mr. Cooper,

"In accordance with your request of September 11th, I am enclosing a list of the standard AM broadcast stations which are on the air once a month for frequency check purposes for my organization. You might also listen this month for a relatively new station (July '50) which will be on the air on the 4th Monday morning between 5:00-5:30 AM EST. It is WMFM, 1770 kc/s., Smithfield, North Carolina, and there is a possibility that this schedule will be continued in the future pending final arrangements.

"As to mentioning my name of that of the Service, I have no objection to it if you wish to do so.

"I can certainly appreciate your hobby, even though listening to the radio is a large part of this business. I well remember the thrills a certain one-tube regenerative receiver used to provide me with a good many years ago!

"I hope that you will have some luck in hearing the stations on the enclosed list.

Cordially,"

HUTTON MONITORING SERVICE, J.W. Hutton, Own-

Musings of the Members

Dick isn't the only Cooper who's been active of late, for this past 7 days netted me no less than 20 new ones, with 11 being bagged on Columbus Day morning, a holiday for me. Varies scarce, just 1 poor card, from WATH. Total is still 1,956, for I found I had KDAL counted in twice. Now to DX: 10/12 - Started with WAB, 1200 off on 1560. Then logged KTRN, 1290, on special program 1:00-2:00 a.m., and could KOLT fighting it out with KLEO at 2:00 to a//off. Next was WBT's ET on 930 kc/s., looking for phone calls. Fifth one was KALT, 900, Atlanta, Texas on all-AM ET. Then I took WATF's f/c 3:30-3:45 with combo test - music & TT, alternating. #7 was KEOL, 1410, with his f/c with band music, plus the inevitable TT at the end. Man into KALT's all-night show on 1590 and thought of our friend down there, Mel Oliver. I hadn't known KALT was running 24 hours - figured it was WXXL. No Mexican heard any more. WCRU, 1160 kc/s, was my eighth, on s/on at 4:30 with terrific signal. CKLB, 1240, was easy at 4:58 exactly, as they opened for the day, and held the top spot to 5:15. KIPN's amazing signal easily over-ride KNDQ here for #11 - lost count above.

Saturday evening brought WCDL, Carboniola, Pa. on 1230, through the mess for local commercials. Sunday A.M., 10/15, got me 4 more. First was KIMS, 1480, with their 2:00-3:00 a.m. show. Then I got WHN, 800, on 15th of month f/c-TT weakly in back of big CKLB. KOAT was heard all morning, after 3:00 a.m. behind a steady "Keilley-annoyer", and WAVO, 1440, Portland, Ind. was testing mostly with open carrier on until about 4:32 or so. Sunday afternoon I found my way through WSTG instead to pull out WOND, Pleasantville, N.J. Monday, 10/16, I added two more, first being KTRN, 1450, on f/c-TT, and with a terrific signal, even though WFKY came on towards the end to test. Then I heard WCB, 1440, Reid Lion, Iowa, first testing with band music. The last news of this week was WBEI, 1400, St. Mary's, Pa., on their f/c on 3rd Tuesday, 2:00-2:15 with TT, through WJLB and one other which Gene Francis told me was WOND again. Gene was over for the evening on Tuesday, and brought along his collection of blank radio station letter-heads, a new idea if ever I heard one. It's certainly fine to be able to meet members of the club so frequently as I have been lately - it is like a perpetual Convention! I'm glad so many of you have said so many nice things about the f/c list we had last season, and I plan to spend most of Sunday working on this new one which you all seem to be awaiting eagerly. We have that list from "Monitor X" now, and we can proceed. Too bad the others didn't have even the courtesy to answer. I have not contacted the Claude M. Gray monitor in Birmingham - anyone know their address, or does anyone know any particular individual at any other monitor from whom you might obtain a list? If so, please do, and shoot it off to Brooklyn, and we'll get it into print. If you do, please make sure we may mention their name in "DX News." Some don't want that information divulged.

In a recent verification from WJMB, the engineer told us he was keeping our stamp for his personal collection. It was a commemorative - the Boy Scout issue. This only goes to prove what we have mentioned from time to time by way of suggestion - that commemorative stamps can please some one at the station, and can also be a strong influence in your obtaining your coveted verification. And need we remind you to be sure to send return postage?
RULES FOR THE 1966-7 DX CONTEST OF THE NATIONAL RADIO CLUB

DOMESTIC CONTEST

1 EACH U.S. & CANADIAN PROVINCE IS AN AREA. Two (2) stations allowed in each area. First verified gets 1 point, Second gets 3 points.

2 SPECIALS (DX PROGRAMS DEDICATED TO THE NATIONAL RADIO CLUB) that will be eligible must be from stations located in either the UNITED STATES or CANADA. (See table below for points allowed)

FOREIGN CONTEST

1 ALASHA-HAWAII-EACH MEXICAN STATE & EACH COUNTRY IN CENTRAL AMERICA & THE WEST INDIES IS AN AREA. Three (3) stations allowed in each area. FIRST verified gets 2 points, SECOND gets 4 points, THIRD gets 6 points. HOWEVER contestants in PST ZONE to receive 1-3-5 points for stations in HAWAII instead of 2-4-6.contestants in the EST ZONE to receive 1-3-5 points for stations in PUERTO RICO instead of 2-4-6.

2 EACH COUNTRY IN SOUTH AMERICA AND EUROPE IS AN AREA. THREE (3) stations allowed in each area. First verified gets 3 points, SECOND gets 6 points and THIRD gets 9 points.

3 EACH COUNTRY IN AFRICA AND ASIA IS AN AREA. In this point group are NEW ZEALAND AND AUSTRALIA-TASMANIA-PHILIPPINE ISLANDS. Three stations allowed in each area. FIRST verified gets 5 points, SECOND gets 10 points, THIRD gets 15 points.

4 MILAGE POINTS FOR STATIONS OUTSIDE THE U.S. AND CANADA.
   (a) Stations that are from 1000 miles to 2000 miles distant from the contestants location receives 1 point. Stations over 2000 miles receives 2 points.

5 SPECIALS (DX PROGRAMS DEDICATED TO THE NATIONAL RADIO CLUB) that will be eligible must be from stations located in any country outside the UNITED STATES AND CANADA. (See table below for points allowed)

SPECIAL DX PROGRAMS

1 SPECIAL PROGRAMS TO BE ELIGIBLE FOR CONTEST POINTS MUST BE OF AT LEAST THIRTY (30) MINUTES DURATION. MUST HAVE BEEN ARRANGED BY A MEMBER OF THE CPC OF THE NATIONAL RADIO CLUB. A PORTION OF A STATION'S REGULAR PROGRAM DEDICATED TO THE CLUB SHALL NOT BE ELIGIBLE.
   (a) BONUS POINTS FOR SPECIALS WILL BE THREE (3) POINTS plus:-
   (b) MILAGE POINTS FOR SPECIALS; Stations that are located,
     500 to 1000 miles will receive ONE (1) Point
     1001 to 1500 miles will receive TWO (2) Points
     1501 to 2000 miles will receive THREE (3) Points
     Over -- 2000 miles will receive FOUR (4) Points.
   (c) POWER BONUS POINTS ON ALL SPECIALS OVER 500 MILES are;
     250 Watts or less will receive FOUR (4) Points
     251 to 1000 Watts will receive THREE (3) Points
     1001 to 5000 Watts will receive TWO (2) Points
     All over 5000 Watts will receive ONE (1) Point.

2 SPECIALS ELIGIBLE AS FIRST AND/OR SECOND (and if necessary the THIRD AREA where three stations are allowed) Specials may be used as area stations and be entitled to area and special points, if used as an area station. If contestant has entered maximum number of stations in an area and verifies one or more additional specials in same area, each shall receive all points to which a special is entitled. Only ONE (1) SPECIAL will count from a station dedicating more than once during the contest.

NOTE:-- The general rules for both contests will be found on next page.
GENERAL RULES GOVERNING BOTH CONTESTS

1 DOMESTIC & FOREIGN PORTIONS OF THIS CONTEST. There will be TWO (2) separate contests. One known as the NRC DOMESTIC CONTEST and the other as the NRC FOREIGN CONTEST.

2 FRED L. VANVOORHEES P.O. BOX 132 LEMOYNE, PENNSYLVANIA will be the contest manager for BOTH CONTESTS. ALL entry fees, list of veries submitted by contestants must be sent direct to him at the above address. (He will in a later issue, publish as to how he would appreciate the way your list of eligible veries be sent to him. This being done to make his part of the work easier)

3 DURATION OF CONTESTS. Verifications eligible for these contests must be for reports of reception not earlier than 12:01 AM October 1 1950 and not later than 11:59 PM March 31 1951. The above times will apply to the time zone in which the contestant resides.

4 LISTING OF STANDINGS The standings will be listed once each month for both contests. (Contest Manager to decide if both Domestic and Foreign be listed in same bulletin of the month or each in a different issue. FINAL STANDINGS will be listed in the bulletin issued in JULY 1951)

5 DEADLINE FOR ACCEPTANCE OF VERIFICATIONS ELIGIBLE FOR CONTEST. The final entry containing your list of verifications eligible must be sent to the Contest Manager bearing a postmark of no later than 11:59 PM JUNE 30 1951. Any list of entries bearing a later postmark will not be accepted.

6 ENTRY FEE. There will be an entry fee of TWENTY-FIVE CENTS (25¢) and must be paid at the time of entering. EACH CONTEST REQUIRES AN ENTRY FEE OF TWENTY-FIVE CENTS (25¢) So if you enter both contests, it will require 50¢. If you only enter ONE CONTEST, please state which contest you are entering.

7 TIME FOR ENTERING CONTESTS. Anyone being an NRC member, in good standing, can enter either one or both contests but must do so no later than November 15 1950. However new members may enter, providing they do so within THIRTY (30) DAYS from the date they become an NRC Member

8 PRIZES. There will be prizes for each contest which will be announced later. No ONE prize can be valued more than $3.00. Anyone wishing to donate a prize or prizes may do so, however the donator shall state to which his prize is being donated, and if he wishes he may state what his prize will be for providing it is in line with the Contests Rules.

9 CONTEST MANAGERS AUTHORITY. The Contest Manager shall have full jurisdiction of this contest. He can request contestants to submit any verification or verifications deemed necessary to remove any doubt in cases of dispute. Failure **xx of a contestant to abide by the Contest Manager's decisions may be dropped from the Contests. However in case where a contestant is to be dropped by the Contest Manager, he will submit the facts in full to the Board of Directors for final decision.**

IT IS SUGGESTED THAT THIS SET OF RULES BE KEPT FOR FUTURE USE BY ALL WHO ENTER THE CONTEST OR CONTESTS.

REMEMBER NOVEMBER 15 1950 IS THE DEADLINE FOR ENTERING EITHER OR BOTH CONTESTS, other than DXers joining the NRC after that date.

Let's make this the biggest contest yet, how about YOU and YOU and YOU entering now. It really livens up your DXing, whether you be an old timer or a new DXer. So send in that ENTRY FEE right now, to FRED L VANVOORHEES P.O. BOX 132 LEMOYNE, PENNSYLVANIA.
Bakersfield, Cal now 24 hr sd daily (Addy-Marcus Iowa)

Eugene, Ore on this freq reg, from 1400 (Kruse-Iowa)
San Juan, P R reg sked 0458 (sp pro) till 0528. (Johanns-Bfio)
Mexico City, DF hr sd with classical music till 0100 (Seth-Erie)
Pittsburgh, Kan hr sd with test/Ad 0400-0415 on 10/17 (Rosy-W VA)
Savannah, Ga hr on ET at 0330 on 10/3 (Rhea-Mo.)
Atlanta, Texas hr on ET 10/12 & 0430 on 10/17 (Cooper-Rosy)

Gadsden, Ala s/on daily at 0500 Kruse-D Cooper-Johanns-Rosy-Rh

Barnesboro, Penn started reg

Detroit, Mich on TT 0400-0415 on 10/17 Rosy)

Columbus, Ind hr sd 10/5-Paul Kelly, CE says they will have a
reg monthly F/C but sked not as yet. D Cooper-Kittanning)

Milwaukee, Wisc hr on 10/12 with M/C at 0200-0211 Johanns

Roswell, N M hr on F/C 0430-0445 on 4th FRI (Mackey-N.Z.)

Ely, Nev on most of AM with ET on 10/9 Rhea-Springfield, Mo

Ardmore, Okla has F/C 1-2-4th FRI bet 0100-0200. W E Kolb, CE
says he will verify reports, he found a lot of them unanswer-
ed upon his arrival at the station. (Suggestion to those who
need this station and have sent rpts, instead of writing a
f/up tune them in again if possible and report) Johanns

Oshawa, Ont is 100w and Daylite time ends Nov 26th. Bert McCollum, CE says sked is 0528-0108,

Sherbrooke, Que s/on hr 0755 Sun 10/15. Try for this one be-
fore they go back on EST. Murphy-Vermont)

Arkadelphia, Ark hr on F/C TT 0125-0140 on 10/17 Rosy)

Bluefield, W Va SUN s/off 0230. Rosy-Wheeling W Va) /Rosy

Charlesto7ville, Va Sun s/on at 0755 and on Sun AMs till 0315

Greenville, S.C. now s/on at 0500 & will cont indefinitely

Eugene, Ore F/C 2nd WED 0400-0415 (Kruse) /D Cooper

Evansville, Ind s/on SUN 0700. WDSU QRM Kruse

El Dorado, Ark been testing around 0330 FRI AMs lately Rhea

Cleveland, Ohio in clear SUN AM 0130-0200 & later D Cooper

La Grange, Ill now on reg sked, anxious for rpts on daytime
& Oct sked is 0745 till 1815. Herz-Chicago, Ill)

Springfield, Ohio hr on F/C TT 0430-0445 on 10/11 (Rpsy)

Lancaster, Cal hr on ET at 0550 on 9/4 (Rhea) /Johanns

Cedar tin, Ga hr on TX TT 0300-0310 to ret at 0500 on 10/9

Charleston, S C hr on F/C TT 3rd MON 0240-0250 (Johanns)

Laurel, Miss has F/C 2nd MON 0320-0330 Johanns

Carthursville, Mo s/on 0700 SUN in clear here (Kruse)

Monroe, La has F/C EV TUES 0215-0220 (Kruse)

La Vegas, Nev reg s/off is 0300, hr sd 10/11 Johanns

St Marys, Penn hr on ET on 10/17 Johanns

Pleasantville, N J now on 24 hr daily--now So N.J. only alnite
station. Brauner-Rosy)

Portsmouth, Va has resumed the 24 hour stiff Brauner

Boonville, Miss has F/C EV TUES 0330-0410 and wants reports,

Lester Bryan is CE Rhea

Clifton, Ari hr on F/C at 0310 on 10/9 Rhea

Pine Bluff, Ark s/off SUN 0215. Rosy

Spartanburg, S C hr on F/C on 10/11 at 0445-0455 Rosy

Moultrie, Ga now s/on daily at 0545 Rosy

Demopolis, Ala has F/C 2nd SUN 0115-0130 Rosy

Champaign, Ill hr on F/C 10/11 at 0515-0530 Rosy

Stockton, Cal on daily till 0400 Kruse

Lakeland, Fla s/on in clear here at 0530 Rosy-W Va. /Johanns

Red Lion, Penn 1st ET 10/10 frm 0330-0403-Rev J M Morris

West Plains, Mo s/on SUN 0700, good chance for mid-westemmers
to log this one. Kruse. (Cont on next page)
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1450 KBUN Bemidji, Minn has F/C 4th FRI 0330-0400 and Art Vandersluis the CE wants reports. Rhea
KOAT Albuquerque, N M said now on 24 hour sked Johanns
WPOR Portland, Me hrd on TT 0455-0505 on 10/10 Johanns

1460 KENO Las Vegas, Nev still testing on this freq. Brauner
WAFF Baton Rouge, La hrd on M/T 0215-0243 on 10/11 Johanns
KDON Santa Cruz, Cal on TT 0500-0514 s/off Johanns This on 10/9

1470 WMOD Moundsville, W Va hrd on ET 9/22 at 0250. Rhea

1490 KRID Mason City, Iowa has F/C 2nd & 4th WED 0330-0400 Kruse & WLAU Laurel, Miss has F/C 2nd MON 0200-0210 Mackey-N Z
WTOR Torrington, Conn TT followed M/pro 0203-off on 10/12 Johanns
WOPI Bristol, Tenn hrd on TT 0345-0405 on 10/11 Johanns
WTOR Torrington, Conn will DX & F/C Nov 9th 0130-0200. D Cooper.
WHEB Selma, Ala F/C-Voice only 0500-0515 on 10/11 Rosy
WRAW Marion, Ohio has F/C TT 2nd TUES 0345-0400 Rosy

1510 WAUX Waukesha, Wisc TT 0250-0430 on 10/10 Johanns

1540 WATT Athens, Ohio ET/W 10/9 & 10. said P.O. Box 277 for rpts-Ralph

1570 XERF Mexico s/on 0430 Reg? Rosy (Brauner)

CBI Sydney, N S hrd here at 6:30-700 PM when western DX is poor

1590 WGTC Greenville, N C hrd here on ET/M 0210-0236 (ex 1490) Johanns

KATL Houston, Texas now on 24 hour sked Rosy

WTNR Coldwater, Mich asks for rpts on s/on 6AM & s/off 6PM Herz

1570 KOLS Pryor, Okla still heard 6:30-6:45 PM s/off Rosy.

Listened Monday A" and the channel was clear here so maybe WLOW-WOND are silent those AMS. Brauner.

Anyone know who the Spanish speaker was on 1230 kcs all AM of 10/9

RAY B EDGE-325 SHIRLEY AVE-BEDIO N.Y. Sorry boys but still no DX from this location, still working steady days. I'll be in there soon and then watch my smoke. Remember my deadline in Thursdays and with only one mail delivery when I work either Mdt-8AM or 4PM-MDT I immediately begin to cut the stencils or stencils for DX down the dial right after the mail arrives. When working 8AM-4PM I do immediately upon reaching home at 4PM. This sked in set in order to be sure to have the stencils at Hals place in the Friday mail. Thanks for your supper and kept it up. This column should be the DXers Bible to find important DX Items and latenew DX that is there for the DXer, so keep it that way will you? Thanks.

1220 WREV. Equipment test AM of 10/18 (E. Cooper) Lefty, I've gone thru Weyerich's log, old bulletins, etc. and can't find this one listed, where is it?? (Wag) Incidentally, Lefty has a mistake on the front page in Carroll Weyerich's address. It is 2800 Alden Road, not 3800. Very good log, too.

MEMBER SERVICE FUND

Donations from Leo Herz $1.50; John Curgan $1.00 : Bob Brown $0.50 and Stan Morss $3.00 to make the total now reach $16.00 Paul Graves is the latest member joining and he is in the Marines at Camp Lejeune.

Letterheads are $ .75 per 100: $1.40 for 200 and $2.00 for 300 Report Forms are $ .85 per 100: $1.60 for 200 and $2.30 for 300 or 100 Letterheads and 100 Report Forms for $.50 postpaid from R D l, North Girard, Penna. At the moment we are low on Canadian stamps but hope our Canadian members will peplinsh their first class postage fund by sending stamps. We exchange them even steven. Four U.S. 3 centers for three Canadian 4 centers and so on.

Still have a few of last years frequency check lists available that might tide you over till Lefty gets out the new one. Send 6 cents for &